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KING HAAKON'S BROADCAST TO NORWAY

Following is the text of King Haakon’s message to the Norwegian people on

the occasion of Norway’s National Day, to be broadcast at 6.30 p.nu today.

Today, the 130th anniversary of the Norwegian Constitution, our thoughts go back

to those men who had gathered at EIDSVOLD in order to protect Norway’s Independence

and freedom.

Perhaps we arc filled with an even greater admiration for the patriotism they

showed then, because we ourselves today are fighting a new battle for Norway's freedom.

At no time has the achievement at EIDSVOLD been clearer to us Norwegians at home and

abroad than now, when we wage the fight against Germany for the sole reason that we all

realize it is the only thing we can do if we wish to maintain our independence and self

re spe ct.

As time has gone by during these long, dark years our country has known it has

become more and more evident that the Norwegian people have retrieved the spirit of

1814, in that all good Norwegians understand what the whole struggle stands for. We

arc fighting for our freedom and independence and against becoming part of a German

community, .with, the kingdom of Norway as a part of a Europe governed by Germany, where

Norway would be a slave'state, forced to carry out the work which the Germans should

choose to impose.

Our thoughts go back to all those who have given everything, even their life, in

Norway’s cause; their sacrifice pledges all Norwegians to stand firmly together in

building the country up again "after the war.

At the moment wc stand before the final battle between oppression and freedom; it

is going on all over the world and it is up to each one gf us to do our utmost in order

that the victorious outcome of the battle may come as soon as possible.

May the spirit bf 1814 possess us all, - may all Norwegians unite in fulfilling

the principles of our national, independent existence, in the same way as our fore-

fathers did at EIDSVOLD.

Let us all be prepared to give our utmost for the victorious conclusion of the

battle and after that to, rebuild a happy Norwegian community, such as it was before the

9th April, 1940.

The leading Idea and the main thread in 1814 was that the country must come Before

everything else; let it also he the common ideal of all Norwegians in the years to come

to the good fortune of our country and our people.
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